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An Overview of the Findings of 
the Research Accompanying the 
Exhibition Of Animals and Humans:
A DOG, A WOMAN, A CAT, A MAN1 – IN SEARCH OF THE 
LOST PAST 
The information presented in this paper provides an overview of the research 
conducted in order to prepare the exhibition entitled Of Animals and Humans. 
The exhibition was partly dedicated also the the unique relationship with 
animals, or more specifically pets, established by humans, which, from the 
documentary aspect, has almost disappeared. The interpretation started 
from a concise chronological overview or the perception and the position of 
dogs and cats in the societies of Ancient History and the Middle Ages and the 
appearance of the burgeoisie as the promoter of spreading of the practices of 
owning pets. It ends on the territory of Croatia, during the period ranging from 
the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, based on the views 
collected in the Miscellany of the Folk Life and Customs of the Southern Slavs 
and enhancing them with legal (veterinary) regulations from the same period. 
The ending is dedicated to the steps that need to be taken in order to record 
the actual, primarily, urban culture of pets, as well as the decay of museologically 
valuable materials linked with this topic, of which there is an overall shortage 
in museums in general.
Key words: pets, a dog, a cat, cultural animalistics, museum exhibitions 
1	 	The	idea	behind	the	title	originated	from	the	drama	performed	by	EXIT	Theatre	Dog, Woman, Man,	
directed	by	Zijah	A.	Sokolović	based	on	the	text	by	Sybilla	Berg,	inspired	by	the	early	book	Pure 
Love	by	Yeal	Heday,	whose	premiere	was	on	1st	March	2004.
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INTRODUCTION OR THE ISSUE OF PRESENTATION



















































































6	 	Films	from	the	cycle	The Four-Legged City:	Damir and Tango,	Here it is, Grga!,	Marina’s Cat Story,	
Neven’s World	and	Vedran’s Cube of Joy.	Directed	by:	Nikola	Šiško,	Script:	Gordana	Viljetić,	Tea	
Rittig	Šiško;	Production:	Art	Design	for	the	Ethnographic	Museum.	
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occasion.	The	original	poster	about	the	exhibition	Of Animals and Humans	was	lended	from	the	Graphic	
Art	Cabinet	at	the	Croatian	Academy	of	Sciences	and	Arts	and	it	was	exhibited	simultaneously	with	
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the	cremation	of	a	dead	animal	–	a	family	member	–	at	the	rendering	plant,	which	is	
the	common	practice	in	accordance	with	the	Law	and	veterinary	regulations.16
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cases	of	disease.	As	was	concluded	in	the	text	entitled	Traditional curing methods and 
specific medical treatments of humans and animals in southern Gacka	published	in	the	
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was	at	the	forefront	in	the	systematisation.	In	his	text	entitled	Animals living around 
the house. Domestic or domesticated animals, their Croatian folk names,	published	in	The 





















25	 	Zovko	mentioned	as	many	as	nine	names	according	to	the	colour	of	dog	coat	(bjelov, cuni/cuna, 
garov, gigan, mento, pekin, šarov, štiglo, žutov),	out	of	around	some	twenty	recorded	names.
47
Irrespective	of	the	fact	that	it	was	around	a	century	later,26	a	similar	approach	was	
adopted	by	Božo	Glavičić	in	the	book	entitled	Narodni običaji Labinšćine (Folk Customs 



















2.4. RELATIONSHIP TOWARDS ANIMALS – A RECONSTRUCTION 
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28	 	Both	objects	were	exhibited	in	the	section	of	the	exhibition	Of Animals and Humans	dedicated	to	
the	topic	of	pets	or	a	sub-topic	of	the	perception	of	cats	and	dogs	in	Croatian	villages	at	the	end	of	
the	19th	and	the	beginning	of	the	20th	century.	
29	 	Specifically,	tempera	on	paper	Evening at the Co-operative	(EMZ	Et	2878)	and	two	oil	paintings	–	Old 
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visitors	of	the	exhibition	Of Animals and Humans	were	given	the	opportunity	to	see	them,	as	a	result	
of	the	borrowing	from	the	Numismatic	Collection	of	the	Archaeological	Museum	in	Zagreb.	
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by	Vladimir	Ardalić,	in	the	monograph	entitled	Bukovica – Folk Life and Customs,	written	











The Statute about Dog Keeping and Dog Taxes for the Territory of the Požega County in the 































AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE CONCLUSION: CROATIA 
TODAY OR WHY EXPLORE (AND PROVIDE TANGIBLE 
DOCUMENTATION ABOUT) PET CULTURE
Currently,	in	addition	to	a	wide	range	of	positive	changes	resulting	from	the	new	Ani-
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galleries	and	gallery	premises	over	the	last	several	years:	Dogs in the Croatian Visual Arts from the 
19th Century to Date	(Prica	Gallery,	Samobor,	2013),	A Flight to the Past – birds in archaeological 
heritage	(Archaeological	Museum,	Zagreb,	2013).	Dog Angels	–	exhibition	of	photography	by	Robert	
Orlić	(Typhlological	Museum,	Zagreb,	2014),	Zagreb City Zoo 1925-2015	(Zagreb	City	Museum,	
2015),	Monumenta et animalia	(Archaeological	Museum,	Split,	2015),	All our Animals	–	animalist 
topics addressed in the Croatian modern art	(Modern	Gallery,	Zagreb,	2017),	People and Animals of 
Dalmatia	(Marko	Marulić	City	Library,	Split,	2017).	At	the	global	level,	it	is	important	to	highlight	
the	recent	instances:	In the Company of Cats and Dogs	(Blanton	Museum	of	Art,	Austin,	Texas,	SAD,	
2014)	(BMA	2014),	How Cats Took over the Internet	(Museum	of	The	Moving	Image,	New	York,	2015)	
(Grossman	2015),	Wir kommen auf den Hund!	(Staatliche	Museen	zu	Berlin,	2015)	(SMB	2015),	Cats 
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